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Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

TE

DOB (Age)

1-22-92 (26)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Sprangers, Mason

TEAM

Green Bay Packers14–3rd–GB

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

California (CAUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Rodgers, Richard

2017: vs. DET 11/6, vs. BAL 11/19, at PIT 11/26, at CLE 12/10, at CAR 12/17

43

Winning %

61%

Positions Started

INJURIES

2nd in receptions for the Packers in 2015 with 58. Was targeted 19 times with 12 receptions 
for 160 yards and 1 TD in 2017. Has 120 career receptions for 1,166 yards and 13 TD. 

4th year TE who has started 24 of 63 career games including 1 start in 15 games in 2017 with 1 game missed due
to a shoulder injury. 2rd year under TE coach Brian Angelichio and in 4th in Head Coach Mike McCarthy’s system
where he is tasked with lining up as the Y, H and F running primarily quick slants/dig routes, quick out routes
and intermediate seam/crossing routes along with blocking in a scheme that incorporates both Zone and Gap
concepts. Played majority of the season without starting QB Aaron Rodgers after he broke his collarbone (missed
weeks 6-14, 16-17). Solid height and good weight that displays solid AA with a solid combination of agility,
acceleration and COD. Competitive toughness is good, competes hard consistently, never shies away from
physical engagement with a defender and has shown ability to be counted on in key situations on late downs as
well as late in games. In the pass game, he gets off the LOS effectively from both the Y and H positions as he avoids
jams and displays solid initial steps and uses solid mental processing to stem routes and manipulate the hips of
the defenders effectively. Hands/adjust ability is good, has good ball tracking ability with ability to adjust around
his frame and extend to make catches away from his body with fluid and good hands. Has shown the ability to
complete sideline and endzone catches effectively due to solid mental processing, spatial awareness and body
control. YAC ability is solid, turns upfield quickly after catch and has shown solid ability to break tackles to gain
extra yards. Pass pro is solid, good feet allow him to get to his set points effectively. Punch timing is solid and
displays good pad level when engaging with the defender and displays solid hand work that allows him to swat
arms off his chest. Zone/space blocking is good, displays solid ability to get to and execute Reach blocks due to
good initial steps and ability to attack defender with proper angle, solid punch and hand placement allows him to
stay on his block and stalemate with solid play strength. Ability to execute Combination and Scoop blocks is good
as he attacks the defender with a good angle and has a good mental sense of timing on when to climb to the 2nd
level. Drive/Power block ability is good, executes Base and DBL’s effectively with good hands and feet to initiate
contact and get push on the defenders. Asked to Wham consistently and does so effectively with good feet to get
across the formation, solid mental processing to attack his man at the proper angle and stalemate him. Separation
quickness is adequate, can get outmatched physically as he is thrown off balance consistently during route stem
and at the top of the route, also has adequate quickness and explosiveness which limits his ability to create
separation with his athletic tools. Adequate quickness and explosiveness also limits his ability to create YAC
athletically by eluding defenders. Struggles to find voids in Zone and find good place to settle to give the QB a
window to throw into. Ability to complete contested catches is adequate, looks to shield self in contested
situations in the middle of the field which limits his ability to complete catches in those situations. Anchor ability
in pass pro is adequate, typically overpowered by good and above quality defenders due to marginal balance and
wide hand placement. Lunges vs. counter rush moves, particularly vs. spin and grab moves. Overall, he is a solid
starting TE you can win with that is best fitted as the Y in a scheme that incorporates both Gap and Zone concepts
and doesn’t rely on its TE to run the entire route tree. Most valuable in his ability to catch the football, execute
Base, Wham, Reach and Combination blocks, and break tackles to gain YAC. Needs to improve separation ability,
find voids in Zones, contested catch ability and handling speed to power in pass pro. 

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

70

Games Started

26

Games Won

Separation Quickness, Finding Seam, Contested Catch, Pass Pro vs. Speed to Power 

PROJECTION Starting TE you can win with that is best fitted as the Y in a scheme that incorporates both 
Gap and Zone concepts and doesn’t rely on its TE to run the entire route tree. Most valuable 
in his ability to catch the football, execute Base, Wham, Reach and Combination blocks, and 
break tackles to gain YAC. Needs to improve separation ability, finding voids in Zones, 
contested catch ability and handling speed to power in pass pro. 

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Executing Reach/Combination, Base, Wham Blocks, Hands/Adjust, YAC Ability 

WORST

Y, H, F

Best fitted as the Y in a scheme that incorporates both Gap and Zone concepts and doesn’t 
rely on its TE to run the entire route tree. 

2017: Right Shoulder (Missed Week 17) 2016: No Injuries  2015: Played Through Hip Injury 
(Week 17) 2014: No Injuries 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


